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348 Alien Alien

During its return
to the earth,
commercial
spaceship
Nostromo

intercepts a
distress signal
from a distant
planet. When a
three-member

team of the crew
discovers a
chamber

containing
thousands of eggs
on the planet, a
creature inside
one of the eggs

attacks an
explorer. The
entire crew is

unaware of the
impending

nightmare set to
descend upon
them when the
alien parasite

planted inside its
unfortunate host

is birthed.

In space no
one can hear
you scream.

117 1979-05-25 7.51 http://youtube.com/watch?v=097uj1HjkbM English

58,431
Pride and
Prejudice

and Zombies

Pride and
Prejudice

and Zombies

A zombie
outbreak has

fallen upon the
land in this

reimagining of
Jane Austen’s

classic tale of the
tangled

relationships
between lovers
from different

social classes in
19th century

England. Feisty
heroine Elizabeth

Bennet (Lily
James) is a

master of martial
arts and

weaponry and the
handsome Mr.

Darcy (Sam Riley)
is a fierce zombie

killer, yet the
epitome of upper
class prejudice.
As the zombie

outbreak
intensifies, they
must swallow

their pride and
join forces on the

blood-soaked
battlefield in

order to conquer
the undead once

and for all.

Bloody
lovely. 108 2016-02-04 5.09 http://youtube.com/watch?v=y5N7OyoTCXg English

138,843 The
Conjuring

The
Conjuring

Paranormal
investigators Ed

and Lorraine
Warren work to

help a family
terrorized by a

dark presence in
their farmhouse.

Forced to
confront a

powerful entity,
the Warrens find

themselves
caught in the

most terrifying
case of their lives.

Based on
the true

case files of
the Warrens

112 2013-07-18 7.36 http://youtube.com/watch?v=Vjk2So3KvSQ English
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210,908
All

Cheerleaders
Die

All
Cheerleaders

Die

When tragedy
rocks Blackfoot
High, rebellious
outsider Mäddy

Killian shocks the
student body by

joining the
cheerleading
squad. This

decision drives a
rift between

Mäddy and her
ex-girlfriend

Leena Miller — a
loner who claims
to practice the

dark arts. After a
confrontation

with the football
team, Mäddy and

her new
cheerleader

friends are sent
on a supernatural
roller coaster ride

which leaves a
path of

destruction none
of them may be
able to escape.
Remake of their

own 2001 feature
film.

You can't kill
their spirit 89 2013-09-06 4.92 http://youtube.com/watch?v=czvG4fLpgLI English

255,798 Burying the
Ex

Burying the
Ex

It seemed like a
great idea when
all-around nice

guy Max and his
beautiful

girlfriend, Evelyn
moved in

together. But
when Evelyn

turns out to be a
controlling,

manipulative
nightmare, Max

knows it’s time to
call it quits.

There’s just one
problem: he’s

terrified of
breaking up with
her. Fate steps in
when Evelyn is
the victim of a

fatal, freak
accident, leaving
Max single and
ready to mingle.
Just as Max is
thinking about
moving on with

what could be his
dream girl, Olivia

– Evelyn has
returned from the

grave and is
determined to get

her boyfriend
back...even if that

means
transforming him

into one of the
undead.

Some
relationships

just won't
die.

89 2014-09-04 5.28 http://youtube.com/watch?v=k3vuRYFCwjo English

259,693 The
Conjuring 2

The
Conjuring 2

Lorraine and Ed
Warren travel to
north London to

help a single
mother raising
four children

alone in a house
plagued by

malicious spirits.

The next
true story
from the

case files of
Ed and

Lorraine
Warren

134 2016-06-08 6.11 http://youtube.com/watch?v=KyA9AtUOqRM English
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310,131 The Witch The Witch

New England in
the 1630s:

William and
Katherine lead a
devout Christian

life with five
children,

homesteading on
the edge of an

impassable
wilderness. When
their newborn son

vanishes and
crops fail, the

family turns on
one another.
Beyond their
worst fears, a

supernatural evil
lurks in the

nearby wood.

Evil takes
many forms. 92 2016-02-19 5.37 http://youtube.com/watch?v=iQXmlf3Sefg English

321,258 The Boy The Boy

A nanny, working
for a family

whose son has
just passed away,
finds herself put

in charge of
caring for a

lifelike doll that
the couple treat
as a real child.

Every child
needs to feel

loved.
97 2016-01-22 5.58 http://youtube.com/watch?v=yPxybc_aJWU English

329,440 The Forest The Forest

Set in the
Aokigahara

Forest, a real-life
place in Japan

where people go
to end their lives.

Against this
backdrop, a

young American
woman comes in

search of her twin
sister, who has
mysteriously
disappeared.

Everyone
comes here
looking for a

way out
95 2016-01-07 4.75 http://youtube.com/watch?v=lBgKi0XVn4A English

332,704 Backtrack Backtrack

Troubled
psychotherapist
Peter Bowers is
suffering from

nightmares and
eerie visions.

When he
uncovers a

horrifying secret
that all of his

patients share, he
is put on a course

that takes him
back to the small
hometown he fled
years ago. There
he confronts his

demons and
unravels a

mystery 20 years
in the making.

Nothing
haunts like

the past
90 2016-02-26 5.26 http://youtube.com/watch?v=dRuQys74HNQ English

339,547 Jeruzalem Jeruzalem

When a couple of
American young

adults fly to Israel
to visit the city of

Jerusalem, a
biblical nightmare
falls upon the city

On
Judgement
Day, Hell

Shall Inherit
The Earth.

87 2016-01-22 3.89 http://youtube.com/watch?v=QTIwfN-4hZ4 English

362,434 Ominous Ominous

Michael and
Rachel are

devastated when
their six-year-old

son dies in a
tragic accident.
When a stranger

offers to bring the
boy back to life,

they take the
offer. However,
the child who

returns is not the
child they once

knew.

87 2015-10-10 4.94 http://youtube.com/watch?v=UYTPPze6kXc English
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364,116
The Other
Side of the

Door

The Other
Side of the

Door

Grieving over the
loss of her son, a
mother struggles
with her feelings
for her daughter
and her husband.
She seeks out a

ritual that allows
her say goodbye

to her dead child,
opening the veil

between the
world of the dead

and the living.
Her daughter
becomes the

focus of terror.
She must now
protect against

the evil that was
once her beloved

son.

It was never
meant to be

opened.
96 2016-02-25 4.76 http://youtube.com/watch?v=lHspoPJ-f54 English

376,570 Hush Hush

A deaf woman is
stalked by a

psychotic killer in
her secluded

home.

Silence can
be killer 81 2016-04-08 6.98 http://youtube.com/watch?v=Q_P8WCbhC6s English

384,798 Kill
Command

Kill
Command

Set in a near
future,

technology-reliant
society that pits

man against
killing machines.

Against this
backdrop an elite

army unit is
helicoptered to a
remote, off-the-

grid island
training facility.

What starts out as
a simple training

exercise for
Captain Bukes

and his tight-knit
unit, descends

into a terrifying
battle to the
death, as the

marines discover
the island is

overrun by an
enemy that

transcends the
human concept of

evil.

You can't
fight the
future.

99 2016-05-13 5.02 http://youtube.com/watch?v=TPLEjs7im9c English

385,320 Zoombies Zoombies

When a strange
virus quickly

spreads through a
safari park and
turns all the zoo
animals undead,
those left in the
park must stop
the creatures
before they
escape and

zombify the whole
city.

Uncaged,
Undead 90 2016-04-29 3.64 http://youtube.com/watch?v=6nlDYtmdges English


